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A comparison of density functionals is made for the calculation of energy and geometry differences
for the high- ?5T2g : ( t2g)

4(eg)
2? and low- ?1A1g : ( t2g)

6(eg)
0? spin states of the hexaquoferrous

cation ?Fe?H2O)6]2?. Since very little experimental results are available ?except for crystal
structures involving the cation in its high-spin state?, the primary comparison is with our own
complete active-space self-consistent field ?CASSCF?, second-order perturbation theory-corrected
complete active-space self-consistent field ?CASPT2?, and spectroscopy-oriented configuration
interaction ?SORCI? calculations. We find that generalized gradient approximations ?GGAs? and the
B3LYP hybrid functional provide geometries in good agreement with experiment and with our
CASSCF calculations provided sufficiently extended basis sets are used ?i.e., polarization functions
on the iron and polarization and diffuse functions on the water molecules?. In contrast, CASPT2
calculations of the low-spin–high-spin energy difference ?ELH?ELS?EHS appear to be
significantly overestimated due to basis set limitations in the sense that the energy difference of the
atomic asymptotes (5D→1I excitation of Fe2?) are overestimated by about 3000 cm?1. An
empirical shift of the molecular ?ELH based upon atomic calculations provides a best estimate of
12 000–13 000 cm?1. Our unshifted SORCI result is 13 300 cm?1, consistent with previous
comparisons between SORCI and experimental excitation energies which suggest that no such
empirical shift is needed in conjunction with this method. In contrast, after estimation of incomplete
basis set effects, GGAs with one exception underestimate this value by 3000–4000 cm?1 while the
B3LYP functional underestimates it by only about 1000 cm?1. The exception is the GGA functional
RPBE which appears to perform as well as or better than the B3LYP functional for the properties
studied here. In order to obtain a best estimate of the molecular ?ELH within the context of density
functional theory ?DFT? calculations we have also performed atomic excitation energy calculations
using the multiplet sum method. These atomic DFT calculations suggest that no empirical correction
is needed for the DFT calculations. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
?DOI: 10.1063/1.1710046?

I. INTRODUCTION

A well-known feature of d6 Tanabe–Sugano ligand field
theory ?LFT? diagrams for octahedral complexes is the rever-
sal of the ordering of the low-spin 1A and high-spin 5T in the
spin-crossover region of ligand field strength.1 For com-
pounds in this region, spin crossover may be either thermally
or optically induced,2 leading to possible applications in stor-
age and display devices.3–5 We are particularly interested in
the phenomenon of light-induced excited spin-state trapping

?LIESST? in octahedral iron II compounds, which involves
the optical interconversion of the high-spin ?HS? 5T2g and
low-spin ?LS? 1Ag electronic states. While this can be under-
stood at a qualitative level using LFT,1,2 it is also known that
the eg orbitals, populated in going from the LS to the HS
state, are antibonding, so that bonds are longer in the HS
than in the LS state. This change in geometry results in a
change of ligand field which is difficult to take into account
quantitatively in simple LFT. Hence theoretical treatments
which go beyond LFT are needed for a detailed treatment of
spin crossover and LIESST in particular. In this article we
examine the performance of various density functionals fora?Electronic mail: Mark.Casida@ujf-grenoble.fr
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describing the HS and LS geometries and energetics of the
hexaquoferrous cation ?Fe?H2O)6]2?. Since water is a
weak-field ligand, hexaquoferrous cation is quite far from the
interesting spin-crossover region. However, it is interesting
as a ‘‘textbook example’’ of an octahedral ferrous compound
and provides a useful preliminary for future studies of octa-
hedral ferrous compounds which do exhibit LIESST.

To our knowledge, there has been only a few previous
applications of density-functional theory ?DFT? to spin
crossover in octahedral ferrous compounds.6–11 Those as-
pects of these studies which are pertinant to an investigation
of functionals will be reviewed in the next section. Suffice it
to say that they all involve calculations on molecules which
are too large to allow comparison against detailed ab initio
calculations. As such, we do not yet have a general calibra-
tion on a variety of simple octahedral ferrous compounds on
which to draw firm conclusions as to what quality of HS and
LS geometries and energies should be expected in general
from a given level of density-functional approximation.
By examining a far simpler compound—namely,
?Fe?H2O)6]2?—where detailed ab initio calculations can be
performed, we hope to be able to begin to provide the nec-
essary background data for a general assessment of function-
als.

It should probably be pointed out that the issue of
whether density functionals should be assessed by compari-
son against experimental data or against the results of ab
initio calculations is not entirely clear. Although it might
seem that the most direct comparison of results from gas-
phase zero-temperature DFT calculations should be with the
results of gas-phase zero-temperature ab initio calculations,
rather than with the condensed-phase finite-temperature ex-
perimental data which are typically available for the com-
pounds of interest here, calculations of 3d transition-metal
complexes are far from trivial, primarily because of the large
amount of electron correlation created by the pseudodegen-
eracy of the 4s and 3d orbitals. Often the best ab initio
treatments seem to require empirical corrections to give
‘‘best estimates’’ in order to approach an accuracy better than
5 kcal/mol ?1750 cm?1?.12,13 This is an immense error when
compared with the HS–LS energy difference of 100 cm?1

typical in compounds exhibiting the LIESST phenomenon
and places a distinct limitation on how well we can expect to
be able to assess density functionals for describing this phe-
nomenon. Nevertheless, ab initio and DFT calculations re-
main our most reliable theoretical models for the overall be-
havior of these compounds and, when used with suitable care
and consciousness of the limitations inherent in these mod-
els, should provide an important complement to LFT. It is
our objective to establish just what type of care is needed and
where lie the numerical limitations of the theory. The ab
initio methods used here are well established and can now be
said to be fairly well understood. We find that the principal
limitation of ab initio methods is to underestimate dynamic
correlation, leading to an overestimate of the differences be-
tween the LS and HS states, leading to similar results from
the different ab initio methods we have considered. Note,
however, that the difference-dedicated configuration interac-
tion method is an exception to this rule since it is deliberately

designed to give a balanced cancellation of errors between
the ground and excited states.14,15 The difference dedicated
configuration interaction philosophy was also used in the de-
sign of the recently developed spectroscopy-oriented con-
figuration interaction ?SORCI? procedure.16 This method is
an efficient multireference-variation–perturbation approach
which focuses on the calculation of energy differences be-
tween several states of possibly different multiplicity within
an individually selecting configuration interaction strategy.
As far as DFT is concerned, it seems fair to say that the
behavior of different density functionals seems to be less
well understood, particularly when it comes to specific types
of applications such as the spin transitions which interest us.
For this reason and because most LIESST compounds are
simply too large to treat adequately with traditional ab initio
methods, our emphasis will be on determining the limitations
of present-day density functionals. In this way, we hope to
foresee and avoid carrying out expensive calculations whose
‘‘theoretical error bars’’ are too big to address the questions
being asked.

In this context, we also note a study somewhat similar to
our own but for ?Fe?H2O)6]3? ?Ref. 17?. Harris, Loew, and
Kormornicki found that DFT, with a suitably chosen func-
tional, could compete with ab initio theory and that semi-
empirical ZINDO excitation energies obtained at DFT opti-
mized geometries were in excellent agreement with
experiment.

Our paper is divided into the following sections: Some
of the issues which distinguish different functionals of inter-
est for applications to spin-crossover ferrous compounds are
reviewed in the next section. The technical details of our
calculations are given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we give our
results. We consider first optimized geometries, followed by
a comparison of HS and LS complex energies. This compari-
son of energies also involves the atomic limit—i.e., at the
Fe2?-atom 5D ground and 1I excited states, not only because
of the spectroscopic importance of knowing the separated
complex limit of our potential energy surfaces, but also be-
cause very detailed experimental data are available for the
atom which might be used as an additional criterium for
assessing density functionals. The multiplet sum method
used to estimate DFT excitation energies is briefly discussed
in the Appendix. Section V summarizes.

II. DENSITY FUNCTIONALS

Since our objective is the evaluation of density function-
als for spin-crossover compounds, it is necessary to say a
few words about the functionals which were considered in
this paper. More general background information about DFT
may be found in Refs. 18–20.

Most modern DFT calculations are carried out in a modi-
fied Kohn–Sham formalism21 where the total electronic en-
ergy is written ?in hartree atomic units? as

E??
i?

n i??? i??ĥcore?? i??

?
1
2 ? ? ??r???r??

?r?r??
dr??Exc??↑ ,?↓? , ?2.1?
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where n i? is the occupation number of the Kohn–Sham or-
bital ? i? , ĥcore is the usual core Hamiltonian, and the spin-
up, spin-down, and total charge densities are given by

???r???
i
n i??? i??r??2,

?2.2?
??r???↑?r???↓?r?.

The exchange-correlation energy is often written in terms of
the exchange-correlation energy density per particle:

Exc??↑ ,?↓??? ??r??xc??↑ ,?↓??r?dr. ?2.3?

The local density approximation21 ?LDA? consists of the as-
sumption that

?xc
LDA??↑ ,?↓??r???xc

HEG„?↑?r?,?↓?r?…, ?2.4?

where the universality of the exchange-correlation functional
is used to justify the use of ?xc for the homogeneous electron
gas ?HEG?. Calculations reported in this paper use the
Vosko–Wilk–Nusair parametrization for the LDA correla-
tion energy22 ?the VWN5, not the VWN, option in
GAUSSIAN?, except where we have used the exchange-only
variant of the LDA known as X? . The full ?exchange
?correlation? LDA works remarkably well for the calcula-
tion of molecular ionization potentials, equilibrium geom-
etries, and vibrational frequencies. It does this by
underestimating exchange by about 14% and overestimating
correlation by a factor of about 2.5 in such a way that the
two errors tend to cancel ?Ref. 19, p. 231?. One might think
that an approximation which underestimates exchange by
more than 10% would lead to serious errors in describing the
parallel spin ?i.e., Fermi? correlation. In particular, it is often
reasoned that the lower-energy state of two states differing
only in their number of unpaired electrons is always that
with more parallel-spin electrons since Fermi correlation
keeps the parallel-spin electron pairs spatially separated,
thereby reducing the electron repulsion energy. Thus an error
in the DFT description of exchange may be expected to lead
to an underestimation of the splitting between these states of
different spin multiplicity ?in cases where the HS state is
lower in energy than the LS state?.

An important drawback of the LDA is that it tends to
overbind molecules. This drawback was corrected by the dis-
covery of generalized gradient approximations ?GGAs?,
which incorporate the gradient of the charge density in order
to improve the description of the exchange-correlation en-
ergy in the ‘‘boundary region’’ at the outer edges of atoms
and where molecular binding occurs.23 The general formula
is particularly simple for the exchange part,

?x
GGA??↑ ,?↓??r???

?
?x

HEG„???r?…?1?F„???r?,x??r?…? ,
?2.5?

where the enhancement factor F depends upon the reduced
gradient:

x??r??
??? ???r??

?4/3?r?
. ?2.6?

An example in the present work is Becke’s 1988 exchange-
only GGA ?B? ?Ref. 24?. Expressions for correlation GGAs
are complicated, among other things, by a different spin de-
pendence. We have used both Perdew’s 1986 correlation
GGA ?P86? ?Ref. 25? and the GGA correlation functional of
Lee, Yang, and Parr ?LYP? ?Ref. 26?. The combination
B?P86 is referred to as BP86 while the combination
B?LYP is referred to as BLYP. More modern GGAs have
been developed without separating exchange and correlation.
We have used the 1991 exchange-correlation GGA of Per-
dew and Wang ?PW91? ?Ref. 27?, the 1997 exchange-
correlation GGA of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof ?PBE?
?Ref. 28?, as well as the revised PBE ?RPBE? of Hammer,
Hansen, and Nørskov ?Ref. 29?. These latter GGAs have
been carefully designed to satisfy as many as possible of the
known conditions which should be satisfied by the exact
exchange-correlation functional. It is natural to expect that
GGA exchange is also underestimated with respect to the
true exchange since GGA exchange is dominated by its LDA
component. Thus GGAs might also be expected to give arti-
ficially small splitting energies between states of different
spin multiplicities.

By 1993, GGAs seemed to have reached the limit of
what they could do for thermochemistry. In order to go be-
yond this limit, Becke30 introduced the idea of a hybrid func-
tional by using the adiabatic connection formalism of Harris
and Jones31 in which the electron repulsion ? v̂ee for ??1 is
gradually turned on in the presence of a compensating po-
tential ŵ???↑ ,?↓? , which keeps the density fixed. For any
given value of ?,

? ĥKS?? v̂ee?ŵ???↑ ,?↓? ????E??? . ?2.7?

At ??0, there is no electron repulsion, so we have the
Kohn–Sham fictitious system of noninteracting electrons
whose wave function ???0 is a single determinant. At ??1,
we have the fully interacting real system. This way of adia-
batically connecting the Kohn–Sham and real systems al-
lows us to write that

Exc??
0

1
Exc

? d? . ?2.8?

The single-determinant nature of ???0 tells us that

Exc
??0?Ex . ?2.9?

Perdew, Ernzerhof, and Burke32 have suggested the ansatz
that

Exc
? ?Exc

??1??1?? ?n?1?Ex
??0?Ex

??1?, ?2.10?

where n?4 is chosen on the basis of fourth-order Møller–
Plesset perturbation theory. This then leads to

Exc?Exc
??1?

1
4

?Ex
??0?Ex

??1?. ?2.11?
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If we then reason ?as did Becke30? that Ex
??0 should be well

approximated by Hartree–Fock exchange Ex
HF , while GGAs

should best describe Ex
??1 and Exc

??1, we arrive at hybrid
functionals with the formula

Exc
hybrid?Exc

GGA?
1
4

?Ex
HF?Ex

GGA?. ?2.12?

In practice, the best known hybrid functional and the one we
use here is the B3LYP functional33 defined by

Exc??1?a0?Ex
X??a0Ex

HF?axEx
B?acEc

LYP

??1?ac?Ec
VWN , ?2.13?

where a0?0.20, ax?0.72, and ac?0.81. In agreement with
the ideas of Perdew, Ernzerhof, and Burke,32 a0?1/4 and
ax?3/4.

One might expect the estimate of Fermi correlation to be
improved in going from GGAs to hybrid functionals because
of the inclusion of some Hartree–Fock ?HF? exchange, thus
increasing and so improving the splitting between states of
different spin multiplicities. In fact, Paulsen et al.6 have ex-
amined the ability of the BLYP and PW91 generalized gra-
dient functionals and the B3LYP hybrid functional to predict
the spin-crossover transition temperature of substituted and
unsubstituted di?tris-?1-pyrazolyl?methane? ferrous cation
?Fe?tpm)2]2?. They noticed that the B3LYP significantly
stabilized the HS state, making it lower in energy than the LS
state, contrary to what is observed experimentally. Interest-
ingly the same preference for a low-multiplicity ground state
seen in nature for this compound was also found with the
GGAs. At about the same time Reiher, Salomon, and Hess7

confirmed that the B3LYP functional stabilizes the HS state
with respect to the LS state more than do GGA functionals in
an examination of the ability of various density functionals
to predict the experimentally observed HS–LS splitting in
the Fe?II? spin-crossover complexes with sulfur-containing
ligands of around 30 atoms. They found that the GGA BP86
?but also the GGA PBE and the hybrid PBE0? very much
underestimated the HS–LS energy difference, but that the
hybrid functional B3LYP gave much more reasonable values.
This then led them to propose7,9,10 the B3LYP* functional,
which differs from the B3LYP functional only in that the
amount of HF exchange is reduced (a0?0.15) to give a
better fit of calculated and experimental HS–LS energy dif-
ferences. The B3LYP* functional was further tested in Ref.
9, in particular for the HS–LS splittings in metallocenes and
in bis?benzene? metal complexes of the first transition-metal
period, and found to be a dramatic improvement over the
B3LYP functional alone for the calculation of HS–LS energy
differences, without important changes in the prediction of
other proper properties. This behavior has been further con-
firmed by Reiher in a study of the spin-crossover compound
Fe?phen)2(NCS)2 using the GGAs BP86 and BLYP and the
hybrid functionals B3LYP and B3LYP* ?Ref. 10?.

While reparametrizing the B3LYP functional is certainly
an appealing simple approach to the problem, it does have a
few drawbacks. First of all, it would be nice to have a uni-
versal functional good for all properties. It is much easier to
reparametrize a functional for one property and a limited

class of compounds than to obtain a functional which will
work for all properties and all compounds. Reiher10 points
out that the B3LYP* functional is not necessarily optimal for
the calculation of properties other than the HS–LS energy
difference and in particular is not recommended for the cal-
culation of vibrational energies. Furthermore, he recom-
mends the BP86 functional for the calculation of the transi-
tion temperature in spin-crossover complexes because of a
subtle cancellation of errors between the vibrational and
electronic contributions to the overall energy difference. ?In
particular, BP86 harmonic frequencies agree better with ex-
perimental frequencies which include anharmonic effects
than do B3LYP harmonic frequencies.34 Thus there is a use-
ful error in the BP86 frequencies which does not seem to be
shared with those generated with the B3LYP functional.?
This preference for a GGA over a hybrid functional for
the calculation of HS–LS energy differences which
include vibrational effects is also seen in the work of
Paulsen et al.6 who obtained best agreement with experiment
by using the PW91 functional. Most recently Baranović11

has examined the theoretical prediction of the equilibria
of the HS and LS Fe?II? spin-crossover complexes
Fe?1,10-phenanthroline?2?NCS?2 , ?Fe(2-picolylamine)3?2?,
and ?Fe„bis(1,4,7-triazacyclononane)…2?2? with the BP86
functional and has found excellent agreement with experi-
ment after the introduction of appropriate scaling parameters.

In fact, even the very arguments upon which is based the
B3LYP* functional could be called into question. For ex-
ample, Levine in his popular textbook points out that the
traditional explanation of Hund’s rule ?given above? turns
out to be wrong in most cases ?though the conclusion is
correct? and that the actual reason has more to do with the
indirect reduction of electron–nucleus screening by Pauli re-
pulsion ?Ref. 35, pp. 328–329?. Furthermore, the quality of
DFT calculations of i→a singlet ( i↑ i↓) –triplet ( i↑a↑) ex-
citation energies for organic molecules is well established
and GGAs give quite reasonable values. Could the situation
actually be more complicated than it first appears? Koch and
Holthausen ?Ref. 20, pp. 173–176? have reviewed different
functionals for the calculation of the energy difference be-
tween the lowest-lying singlet and triplet states of carbenes
and related species. This is a case where HF calculations fail
rather badly because the singlet state is strongly dominated
by two nearly degenerate determinants. Hybrid functionals
?B3LYP, B3P86, and B3PW91 in the particular case of me-
thylene? do better, but are still rather far from experiment as
are some GGAs ?BP86 and BPW91 for methylene?. On the
other hand, it is only the GGA functionals BVWN and BLYP
which come within 1 kcal/mol of the experimental value of
the 1A1 – 3B1 energy gap in methylene. The authors’ conclu-
sion is that in this case, ‘‘pure density functionals are usually
to be preferred over hybrid ones.’’ Of course, this is a case
where it could be argued that the BVWN and BLYP func-
tionals give too high an energy for the singlet state because
they do not take static correlation properly into account and
give too high an energy for the triplet state for the reasons
already mentioned. Thus the errors compensate. Neverthe-
less, it may be taken as a warning that the arguments in favor
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of hybrid functionals over GGAs for calculating the relative
energies of different spin states, while compelling from a
heuristic point of view, are certainly not always easy to gen-
eralize. In fact, it has not yet been estabished that a GGA will
never do as well as a hybrid functional for this property. In
the remainder of this paper we compare the BP86, PW91,
PBE, RPBE, BLYP, and B3LYP functionals against high-
quality ab initio calculations and experiment for the charac-
terization of the LS and HS states of the hexaquo ferrous
cation.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Ab Initio calculations

Our choice of ab initio methods has been at least par-
tially the result of attempting to seek the best compromise
been the competing needs to use extensive basis sets and to
include an accurate description of electron correlation. After
some experimentation, we chose to focus on carrying out the
best possible complete active space self-consistant field
?CASSCF? with second-order perturbative correction
?CASPT2? within the means at our disposal. The CASPT2
method has been compared with time-dependent density-
functional theory and other ab initio methods by Daniel in a
recent review36 concerning what type of accuracy is now
achievable for excitations in transition-metal coordination
compounds. The CASPT2 method is certainly one of the
methods of choice. Estimates of its accuracy vary, but typical
errors are on the order of a few tenths of an eV ?i.e., a few
thousand cm?1?.37 This is also typical of what can be
achieved with other ab initio methods36 and is typical of
what ab initio theory can provide for assessing density func-
tionals. After completing our CASPT2 study, we decided to
also include results from the recently developed SORCI
method.16 This method has some features in common with
the CASPT2 method, such as the combination of perturba-
tion theory and multireference methods, but differs markedly
in other ways, such as its accent on the calculation of energy
differences and its ability to go beyond the limit of about 14
active orbitals frequently found in CASSCF and CASPT2 to
as many as 40 or 50 active orbitals. Thus the SOCI method
offers an interesting ‘‘second opinion’’ for comparison with
our CASPT2 work.

1. Programs and basis sets
Our ab initio calculations were carried out with three

different programs. The program GAUSSIAN was used to
carry out spin-restricted Roothaan–Hartree–Fock ?i.e., SCF?
calculations ?as well as some second-order Møller–Plesset
calculations which we did not find interesting enough to re-
port here?. Our CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations were car-
ried out with the program MOLCAS.38 Spin-restricted
Roothaan–Hartree–Fock ?SCF? calculations were also car-
ried out with MOLCAS. Our SOCI calculations were carried
out with the ORCA program.39 All of these programs use basis
sets consisting of Gaussian-type orbitals, so that the same
basis could ?and frequently was? used in calculations using
different programs. At the same time, the need for a more or
less sophisticated basis set differs from method to method as
does the amount of computer resources needed to perform a

calculation with a given basis set. The basis sets used in our
calculations are summarized in Table I. They will be de-
scribed in more detail below, in the context of the various
methods used.

2. CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations
The orbital basis sets used in our MOLCAS calculations

were of 6-31G* and 6-31G** quality.40,41 For the atom, we
also used the larger ANO-S basis set.42 In the CASSCF and
CASPT2 calculations, we have employed two different ac-
tive spaces—namely, CAS1 and CAS2. In the CAS1, the six
d electrons were distributed among the five d orbitals ?i.e.,
CASSCF?6,5? and CASPT2?6,5??. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
some of the 3d orbital density mixes with p-type orbitals on
the ligand oxygens. It has been found important to include all
of this 3d density in the CASSCF by expanding the active
space to include not only the highest occupied molecular
orbital ?HOMO? and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
?LUMO? orbitals but also the lowest three and highest two
orbitals in the ?6,5? calculations to make a ?12,10? calcula-

FIG. 1. Correlation diagram for the highest-lying occupied and lowest-lying
unoccupied molecular orbitals found in our DFT singlet calculations ?not to
scale?. Also shown are pictures of the HOMOs and LUMOs showing the
d– ? bonding nature of the former and the antibonding nature of the latter.
Note that eg Fe?II? orbitals correlate with eg 6H2O orbitals and t2g Fe?II?
orbitals correlate with t2g 6H2O orbitals, but that there is an absence of t1g
Fe?II? orbitals to correlate with the 6H2O orbitals of the same symmetry
representation.

TABLE I. Summary of basis sets used in this work.

Basis sets

Name Fe O H Size

Contracted Gaussian-type orbitals
A DZVP DZVP DZVP 132
A? 6-31G* 6-31G* 6-31G* 142
D 6-31G* 6-31G* 6-31G** 178
F ?8s6p4d2f? Wachters TZVP Ahlrichs TZV Ahlrichs 182
B DZVP CS 6-31G**?? 6-31G** 192
C TZVP Ahlrichs TZVP Ahlrichs TZVP Ahlrichs 219
E 6-31G* 6-311G**?? 6-311G**?? 250
B? 6-31G* 6-311G???3df,3pd? 6-311G** 340

Slater-type orbitals
C? TZ2P TZ2P TZ2P 379
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tion ?i.e., CASSCF?12,10? and CASPT2?12,10??. The strat-
egy of adding this second d shell has been named the ‘‘3d
double-shell effect.’’43–45 It allows a better description of the
large radial correlation effects due to the interaction between
the 3d electrons. Automatic structure optimization and fre-
quency calculations ?to confirm minima? were carried out at
the CASSCF level. This was not possible at the CASPT2
level where only single-point calculations were performed.
In addition, the lowest 30 orbitals were frozen in the molecu-
lar CASPT2 calculation.

3. SORCI calculations

In addition to the CASPT2 calculations we have used the
recently developed SORCI procedure16 as implemented in
the ORCA package.39 The orbital basis set used in our SORCI
calculations ?basis set F in Table I? consists of Wachters basis
set for Fe ?Ref. 46? supplemented with appropriate f func-
tions ?Ref. 47?, Ahlrichs TZVP basis set for O ?Ref. 48?, and
Ahrichs TZV basis set for H ?Ref. 48?. As explained in detail
in Ref. 16, the SORCI method is an individually selecting
variation and perturbation approach which combines multi-
configurational second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation
theory with the difference-dedicated configuration concept of
Malrieu co-workers.14,15 The method introduces three cutoffs
to achieve applicability to molecules with up to ?50 atoms
or ?700 basis functions. The cutoffs control the reduction of
the reference space (Tpre chosen to be 10?5), the size of the
variational space (TSel chosen to be 10?6Eh), and the size of
the approximate average natural orbital ?AANO? basis (TNat
chosen to be 10?4). The calculations were carried out at the
B3LYP-optimized geometries. The orbitals came from a
spin-averaged Hartree–Fock ?SAHF? calculation according
to Zerner.49,50 In the SAHF method, one obtains orbitals that
are optimized for the average of all states of a given multi-
plicity that can be formed within a configuration of n elec-
trons in m orbitals. In the present case, the SAHF calculation
was done for six electrons in the five iron 3d-based molecu-
lar orbitals. This procedures avoids any pitfalls of converging
to low-lying excited states and is thought to be an ideal start-
ing point for the following correlated calculations. The initial
reference space for the SORCI calculations was CAS?6,5?.
Since the SORCI method is designed to provide energy dif-
ferences at fixed geometry, an estimate of the change in total
energy in going from the high-spin (S?2) to the low-spin
(S?0) geometry must be provided in order to obtain the
adiabatic excitation energy. This number was estimated from
DDCI3 ?difference-dedicated configuration interaction calcu-
lations with choice 3 of screening procedure15,16? calcula-
tions at the optimized singlet and quintet geometries, respec-
tively, and employed the estimate proposed by Castell et al.
for the effect of the inactive double excitations.51 The cor-
rection amounts to 807 cm?1, which was added to the verti-
cal quintet–singlet excitation energy calculated at the singlet
optimized geometry.

4. SCF convergence

At the SCF level, in both our Hartree–Fock and DFT
calculations, convergence to the wrong electronic state was

frequently encountered. This problem was overcome by a
series of calculations using restart files for different size ba-
sis sets. Correct convergence for the LS electronic state was
further confirmed by Cancès who was able to reproduce our
result with his more robust fractional occupation conver-
gence algorithm.52

B. DFT calculations

The DFT calculations reported here were carried out
with GAUSSIAN ?Ref. 53? and with ADF ?Ref. 54?. These pro-
grams differ in several respects, making comparisons be-
tween them ideal for distinguishing numerical artifacts and
algorithmic features from differences due to the choice of
functional. Among the algorithmic differences, the most im-
portant is certainly that GAUSSIAN uses basis sets of
Gaussian-type orbitals ?GTOs? while ADF uses Slater-type
orbital ?STO? basis sets. These two types of basis sets behave
rather differently and it is difficult to say a priori which GTO
and STO basis sets should be of comparable quality. The
basis sets used in this study are summarized in Table I. In
order to be thorough and to verify convergence with respect
to the quality of the different basis sets, calculations were
carried out with basis sets A, A?, B, B?, C, D, and E. How-
ever, we have opted to present only results for basis sets A?,
C, and E as these are adequate for illustrating the main points
of our discussion. We were unable to converge our ADF cal-
culations for the HS state with the LDA and the C? basis set.

Atomic DFT calculations. Our ab initio calculations use
wave functions which belong to correct space and spin rep-
resentations, which sometimes requires a linear combination
of several Slater determinants. In contrast, DFT is based on
calculations with single Slater determinants, making the DFT
treatment of atomic multiplet states conceptually different in
nature than in the ab initio calculations. The DFT calcula-
tions for the atomic limit ?5D – 1I splitting of Fe2?(d6)] re-
ported here have been carried out using the ‘‘multiplet-sum
method’’55–58 ?MSM?. In particular, we have followed the
MSM procedure for dn (s2dn) atomic multiplets given in
Ref. 58. The basic idea of the MSM is described in the Ap-
pendix. The MSM calculations reported here were carried
out using the ADF program.

IV. RESULTS

This section presents a critical analysis of our ab initio
and DFT results for the HS and LS states of the hexaquofer-
rous cation ?Fe?H2O)6]2?. A qualitative understanding of
these two states can be obtained from simple LFT consider-
ations, assuming a complex with Oh symmetry. Since water
is a low-field ligand, the pair repulsion energy is expected to
be more important than is the ligand splitting energy. The
ground state is thus expected to be the HS state

FeL6
2??5T2g : ? t2g?

4?eg?
2?→Fe2??5D ??6L, ?4.1?

while the LS state

FeL6
2??1A1g : ? t2g?

6?eg?
0?→Fe2??1I ??6L ?4.2?
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is expected to lie at considerably higher energy ?L stands for
water?. In fact, while the HS state is reasonably well charac-
terized experimentally, almost nothing appears to be known
about the LS state.

A. Optimized geometries

We now consider the geometrical structure of the free
gas-phase cation. Two main types of geometries have been
found and these are shown schematically in Fig. 2. Our re-
sults for the HS state are summarized in Tables II and III.

1. Ab initio: HS results
As expected, the CASSCF results are dominated by a

single determinant ?coefficient?0.990? indicating a lack of
strong static correlation contributions and that the indepen-

dent particle model is a reasonable zero-order starting point
for qualitative discussions ?note, however, that dynamic cor-
relation is important at a quantitative level and might even-
tually also lead to changes in the qualitative picture.? Ac-
cording to the simple LFT model ?Eq. ?4.1??, this electronic
state is degenerate in Oh symmetry. We should therefore ex-
pect a Jahn–Teller distortion. This distortion appears in the
ab initio results as a shortening of the two axial Fe–O bonds
relative to the four equatorial Fe–O bonds. At the same time,
the D4h symmetry complex ?neglecting hydrogens? is broken
by a slight inclination ?1.7°? of the O–Fe–O axis with re-
spect to perpendicularity with the equatorial plane of the
molecule. This inclination allows a slight reduction of the
O–H distance between a hydrogen of each axial water and
an oxygen of each of two opposing equatorial waters. The
hydrogen atoms of the other two equatorial waters compen-
sate by rotating about 11.4° out of the equatorial plane.

2. DFT: HS results

Geometries optimized using the LDA functional have six
almost equal Fe–O bond lengths in a D3d-type distortion. In
both the exchange-only (X?) and exchange-correlation
?SVWN? cases, these bond lengths are significantly shorter
than the ab initio values. A comparison between the X? and
SVWN geometries shows that including correlation shortens
bond lengths. However, the LDA bond lengths are too short
compared with the ab initio results. Including gradient cor-
rections via the BP86 functional increases the bond lengths
as compared to the LDA. Augmenting the quality of the basis
sets leads to further bond length increases and tidies up the
geometry so that it is no longer a D3d-type structure, but is

FIG. 2. Two pseudosymmetries found for ?Fe?H2O)6]2? in our calculations.
Arrows have been added to the D4h structure to indicate a Jahn–Teller
distortion. Dotted lines have been added to the D3d structure to indicate the
presence of weak H-bonding interactions. The distortion of the D3d structure
has been exagerated for clarity.

TABLE II. 5T2g ?Fe?H2O)6]2? bond lengths. Our notation is based upon the
idea of a pseudo D4h structure since, neglecting the hydrogens, this is what
we find in our best calculations. Footnotes indicate geometries which, ne-
glecting the hydrogens, are better described as D3d and give the OFeO C3v
angle.

5T2g ?Fe?H2O)6]2?

Method Equatorial R(Fe–O? ?Å) Axial R(Fe–O? ?Å)

MOLCAS

CASSCF?12,10? 2.194 2.171
GAUSSIAN

X? /A?a 2.070 2.070
SVWN/A?a 2.056?2? 2.051
BP86/A? 2.134?8? 2.101
BP86/C 2.165?0? 2.130
BP86/E 2.154?6? 2.126
BLYP/C 2.190?4? 2.152
BLYP/E 2.180?2? 2.138
PW91/C 2.160?5? 2.124
PW91/E 2.150?6? 2.112
B3LYP/C 2.174?6? 2.143
B3LYP/E 2.166?1? 2.131

ADF

BP86/C? 2.158?4? 2.120
PW91/C? 2.155?5? 2.118
PBE/C? 2.160?0? 2.122
RPBE/C? 2.201?0? 2.160

aD3d with a OFeO C3v angle of 101?1?°.

TABLE III. 5T2g ?Fe?H2O)6]2? bond angles. Our notation is based upon the
idea of a pseudo-D4h structure since, neglecting the hydrogens, this is what
we find in our best calculations. Footnotes indicate geometries which, ne-
glecting the hydrogens, are better described as D3d and give the OFeO C3v
angle. The abbreviation NA appears in the table for these entries to indicate
that the D4h angles are ‘‘not applicable.’’

5T2g ?Fe?H2O)6]2?

Method ?OFeO? Dihedral OFeO?H

MOLCAS

CASSCF?12,10? 91.9 11.4
GAUSSIAN

X? /A? a NA NA
SVWN/A? a NA NA
BP86/A? 90.8 15.5
BP86/C 90.7 15.2
BP86/E 90.9 18.3
BLYP/C 91.0 14.7
BLYP/E 90.9 17.4
PW91/C 90.7 15.1
PW91/E 91.0 17.7
B3LYP/C 91.0 14.1
B3LYP/E 91.3 15.7

ADF

BP86/C? 90.6 16.1
PW91/C? 90.6 15.8
PBE/C? 90.7 15.9
RPBE/C? 90.6 15.0

aD3d with a OFeO C3v angle of 101?1?°.
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now the same D4h pseudosymmetry as the CASSCF results,
but with a smaller inclination of the equatorial waters and a
larger angle of rotation out of the plane.

As might be expected, we were unable to find any ex-
perimental structural data for the free gas-phase cation, but a
large amount of solution and crystallographic data exists for
this cation in conjunction with various anions. These data has
been collected in Table IV. The observed bond lengths are in
the range 2.07–2.19 Å in agreement with both the ab initio
and DFT calculations with GGA and hybrid functionals. Ap-
parently, depending upon the salt considered, either the axial
waters have moved out and the equatorial waters have
moved in (FeSO4•7H2O) or the axial waters have moved
in and the equatorial waters have moved out
?Fe?NH4)2(SO4)2•6H2O] in agreement with the results of
both the ab initio and DFT calculations. Given the very small
difference ??0.04 Å? between the calculated equatorial and
axial Fe–O bond lengths, we conclude from the results of the
ab initio and DFT calculations that the Jahn–Teller effect is
rather weak. Consequently, the more pronounced differences

in the Fe–O bond lengths seen in the experimental geom-
etries in Table IV should be interpretted as indicating that
crystal packing effects are strong and dominate the much
weaker Jahn–Teller effect.

3. LS: Ab initio and DFT results

Our results for the LS state are summarized in Table V.
According to the simple LFT model ?Eq. ?4.2??, this elec-
tronic state is nondegenerate in the Oh symmetry and no
Jahn–Teller distortion is expected. This is what is found in
our ab initio calculations. The bonds are distinctly shorter in
the LS state than in the HS state, consistant with the idea that
the eg orbital occupied in the HS state is antibonding in
nature. The DFT calculations also show a single Fe–O bond
length, but show a slight distortion to the pseudo-D3d struc-
ture, apparently because this allows energetically favorable
H-bonding interactions ?see Fig. 2?. It should be emphasized,
however, that this apparent H-bonding interaction is highly
unlikely to be real and gradually disappears as the calcula-

TABLE IV. Experimental ?Fe?H2O)6]2? geometries. Bond distances in Å, bond angles in degrees.

?Fe?H2O)6]2?

R(FeO) R(OH) ?HOH ?OFeO?

Fe?II? salts in solutiona

2.114
Fe?II? salts in solutionb

2.095
Fe?II? salts in solutionc

2.12
Fe?II? salts in crystald

2.13
FeSiF6•6H2Oe

2.146 0.924 111.9 91.4
0.920 88.6

FeSO4•7H2Of

2.068 90.5
2.144 92.9
2.136 94.0

FeSO4•7H2Og

2.096 90.5
2.109 91.0
2.188 92.4

Fe?NH4)2(SO4)2•6H2Oh

2.156 89.3
2.136 90.9
2.086 91.2

?TMA?2?Fe?H2O)6]Mo8O26
i

2.11
2.10

aAverage values from different x-ray and extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure ?EXAFS? studies ?Ref. 63?.
bFrom EXAFS data ?Ref. 64?.
cFrom x-ray data ?Ref. 64?.
dAverage value originating from different x-ray studies ?Ref. 64?.
eNeutron scattering crystal data ?Ref. 65?. The two angles correspond to the two different angles of a D3d
structure.

fMelanterite, parameters from site 1 in the crystal which was found to have two different D2h sites ?Ref. 66?. An
OH bond distance of 0.97 Å and an HOH angle of 109.5° was assumed by the author.

gMelanterite, parameters from site 2 in the crystal which was found to have two different D2h sites ?Ref. 66?. An
OH bond distance of 0.97 Å and an HOH angle of 109.5° was assumed by the author.

hAmmonium Tuton salt ?Ref. 67?.
iX-ray crystal data ?Ref. 68?. The ?Fe?OH2)6]2? octahedron is stretched along the threefold axis. Two slightly
different OH distances are reported for the water molecules. Authors indicate that all reported values, except
bond angles, have been corrected for thermal motion.
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tions become more realistic. Adding electron correlation at
the local level (X?→SVWN) reduces this distortion. Both
gradient corrections and extending the basis set initially en-
hance the distortion and then, with the largest basis set ?E?,
bring the structure back to Oh symmetry. However, it is
worth emphasizing that the distortion of the D3d from the Oh
structure is almost always relatively small as emphasized by
the superposition of the BP86/B? HS and LS structures
shown in Fig. 3. The comparison between the geometries of
HS and LS states shows that, on average, the Fe–O bond
lengths are ?0.15 Å longer in the HS state. This difference
?RHL?RHS?RLS takes here a value which is slightly less
than the value of ?0.2 Å expected for spin-crossover com-
pounds with a ?FeN6? coordination sphere.59 This difference
may be attributed to the ?-backbonding effects which take

place in spin-crossover ?FeN6? compounds ?for which a
common feature is the use of ? ligands? and are responsable
for their t2g orbitals being more bonding than in the case of
the hexaquoferous cation.

B. Energetics

The HS–LS energy difference is a far more sensitive test
of the quality of a density functional than is the structure.

1. Atomic limit
We first consider the atomic limit. Results are collected

in Table VI.
A few remarks are in order regarding the ‘‘experimental’’

5D→1I Fe2? excitation energy. The number given in Table
VI is derived from the observation that the experimental
transition energies given in the National Institute of Science
and Technology ?NIST? Atomic Spectra Database are well
described by the Russell–Saunders coupling scheme and the
formula

ESO?2S?1LJ?? 1
2 A?J?J?1 ??L?L?1 ??S?S?1 ?? ?4.3?

for the spin–orbit energy, where A depends on L and S, but
not on J ?see, for example, p. 336 of Ref. 35?. Since

?
J? ?L?S ?

L?S

?2J?1 ?ESO?2S?1LJ?

?
J? ?L?S ?

L?S

?2J?1 ?

?0, ?4.4?

we remove spin–orbit coupling from the experimental mul-
tiplet energies by a simple degeneracy-weighted average:

Ē?2S?1L ??

?
J? ?L?S ?

L?S

?2J?1 ?E?2S?1LJ?

?
J? ?L?S ?

L?S

?2J?1 ?

. ?4.5?

FIG. 3. ?Color? Superposition of the LS ?single color? and HS ?multicolor?
?Fe?H2O)6]2? minima found at the BP86/B? level of calculation.

TABLE V. 1A1g ?Fe?H2O)6]2? geometry. A D3d geometry has been as-
sumed, neglecting hydrogens. The OFeO angle given is between oxygens
related by the C3v symmetry operation. The complex geometry becomes Oh
when this angle is 90°.

1A1g ?Fe?H2O)6]2?

Method R(Fe–O? ?Å) ?O–Fe–O ?°?

MOLCAS

CASSCF?12,10? 2.077 90.0
GAUSSIAN

X? /A? 1.917 96.9?1?
SVWN/A? 1.912 98.7?1?
BP86/A? 1.985 96.2?2?
BP86/C 2.018 94.5
BP86/E 1.996 90.0
BLYP/C 2.045 93.7
BLYP/E 2.025 90.0
PW91/A? 1.980 95.5?1?
PW91/C 2.014 94.5
PW91/E 1.992 90.0
B3LYP/A? 2.010 96.2?2?
B3LYP/C 2.032 90.0
B3LYP/E 2.018 90.0

ADF

BP86/C? 2.010 94.3
PW91/C? 2.007 94.3
PBE/C? 2.011 94.4
RPBE/C? 2.048 94.2

TABLE VI. Comparison of atomic excitation energies.

Fe2? excitation energy: 5D→1I
Method Energy ?cm?1? Energy ?eV?

Expt.a 29897.3 3.70
ab initio

CIb 33800.0 4.19
CASSCF?6,10?/6-31G* 33185.0 4.11
CASSCF?6,10?/ANO-S 32850.0 4.07
CASPT2?6,10?/6-31G* 33735.0 4.18
CASPT2?6,10?/ANO-S 32130.0 3.98
DDCI3 33200.0 4.12

DFT ADF
SVWN/TZ2P 29988.0 3.59
BP86/TZ2P 30529.0 3.79
PW91/TZ2P 29845.0 3.70
PBE/TZ2P 30321.0 3.76
RPBE/TZ2P 30238.0 3.75

a 5D→1I transition from National Institute of Science and Technology
?NIST? Atomic Spectra Database ?http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/AtData/
main?asd?. See text.

bReference 60.
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This analysis shows the magnitude of spin–orbit coupling
(A?100 cm?1) and provides the experimentally derived
? Ē(1I)?Ē(5D)? spin–orbit-free excitation energy in Table
VI. Had we instead used the observation that

ESO?5D3??0, ?4.6?

the resultant spin–orbit-free 5D energy would only differ
from the degeneracy-weighted multiplet energy average by
about 23 cm?1.

The best available ab initio calculation overestimates the
excitation energy by about 1800 cm?1. To keep this in per-
spective, 350 cm?1 ?1 kcal/mol or ‘‘chemical accuracy’’? is
an often cited, but difficult to achieve, objective for quantum
chemical methods, while 1749 cm?1 ?5 kcal/mol? is more
typical of what can be obtained from the best ab initio and
DFT methods. In this case, the error is on the high end of
what is expected, but reasonable. However, this is only with
the relatively large ANO-S basis set, which is too large to
apply in ab initio calculations on the full complex. This is
why atomic information is used to empirically correct the
molecular HS–LS energy difference,60 particularly when ba-
sis set saturation becomes impossible.

The DFT results reported in Table VI were calculating
using the multiplet-sum method described in the Appendix.
This method has not been used in any of our molecular cal-
culations, but is needed in the atomic case because of the
essential multideterminantal nature of the atomic multiplets.
The multiplet-sum method is not a formally exact method,
but is known to provide useful first-order estimates of exci-
tation energies. As we have seen, the 5D→1I transition in
Fe2? poses problems for high-quality ab initio methods. Our
expectations regarding the quality of first-order DFT esti-
mates of this quantity should be moderate at best. Neverthe-
less, the results in Table VI show that the multiplet-sum
method implemented in the ADF program gives excellent re-
sults. With the best basis ?TZ2P? the LDA ?VWN? gives an
excitation energy which is only 368 cm?1 too low compared
to experiment. Similar or smaller errors are found with GGA
functionals and the same basis set: 173 cm?1 for the BP86,
511 cm?1 for the PW91, 352 cm?1 for the PBE, and 118
cm?1 for the RPBE functionals. Thus there appears to be no
justification in DFT for an atom-based empirical correction
for the molecular HS–LS energy difference.

2. Molecular energy differences

Calculated HS–LS energy differences for the hexaquo
complex are shown in Table VII for the molecular case. The
importance of electron correlation is immediately seen in the
case of the ab initio calculations. Inclusion of higher levels
of correlation decreases the HS–LS energy difference, indi-
cating that electron correlation is more important for the
higher-lying ?LS? than for the lower-lying ?HS? state. Our
CASSCF?6,5? results are in good agreement with those pre-
viously reported by Åkeson et al.60 However, increasing the
active space to include the 3d double-shell effect further
decreases the HS–LS energy difference. Our
CASPT2?12,10? calculations ?which include the 3d double-
shell effect? are in good agreement with the CI energy dif-
ference reported by Åkeson et al., who noted that a better

estimate of the true HS–LS energy difference might be ob-
tained by using the difference between calculated and atomic
excitation energies to correct the molecular HS–LS energy
difference:

?ELH
shifted??ELH

direct???Eatom
expt ??Eatom

calc ?. ?4.7?

This shift makes sense if part of the molecular error is inher-
ited from the error in the asymptotic energies of the dissoci-
ated complex (Fe2? 5D or 1I?6 H2O ground-state energies?.
This shift further lowers the best ab initio values for the
HS–LS energy difference by about 3000 cm?1 to give a best
estimate of the true HS–LS energy difference in the range

12 000 cm?1??ELH
best?13 000 cm?1. ?4.8?

At the singlet-optimized geometry, the SORCI calcula-
tions provide a 1A1g vertical excitation energy of 12 553
cm?1. Accounting for the geometric relaxation which stabi-
lizes the quintet state by another 807 cm?1, we arrive at an
adiabatic excitation of

?ELH
direct?13 300 cm?1 ?4.9?

without any empirical shift. This number is in agreement
with the best estimate from the CASPT2 calculations. It is
rationalized by the generally good success of the SORCI
method for d – d spectra61 which accounts for the high-order
effects of the most strongly perturbing configuration-state

TABLE VII. ?Fe?H2O)6]2? LS–HS energy differences as calculated di-
rectly and after shifting the asymptotes of the dissociation curves to match
the known experimental atomic Fe2? 5D→1I energy difference.

LS–HS energy differences ?cm?1?
Method Direct Shifteda

SCFb 27500.0
CASSCFb 23200.0
CIb 17100.0 13700.0
CASSCF?6,5?/D 23125.0
CASSCF?12,10?/D 21180.0 17892.0
CASPT2?6,5?/D 21610.0
CASPT2?12,10?/D 16185.0 12347.0
SORCI 13360.0

GAUSSIAN

X? /A? 11273.0
SVWN/A? 2745.0
BP86/A? 9069.0
BP86/C 8505.0
BP86/E 9374.0
BLYP/C 8388.0
BLYP/E 9084.0
PW91/C 8959.0
PW91/E 9761.0
B3LYP/C 11456.0
B3LYP/E 11783.0

ADF

BP86/C? 8696.0
PW91/C? 8225.0
PBE/C? 9056.0
RPBE/C? 11844.0

aCI atomic correction from Ref. 60. Other atomic corrections calculated
from data in Table VI.

bReference 60.
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functions in the outer space. We therefore believe the uncor-
rected SORCI HS–LS energy difference.

Adding correlation ?SVWN? to exchange-only (X?)
LDA calculations also results in a decrease in the value of
the HS–LS energy difference. The amount of the decrease is
comparable to that seen at the ab initio level ?about 10 000
cm?1?, but the final LDA value of about 3000 cm?1 is far too
small. This is certainly in line with the idea that the LDA
underestimates Fermi correlation and so gives too low a
quintet energy relative to the singlet energy.

Going to GGAs increases the value of the HS–LS en-
ergy difference by about 3000 cm?1 and improving the basis
set leads to another increase of about 3000 cm?1. The final
result varies between about 7500 and 9500 cm?1, which,
while in significantly better agreement with our best estimate
of the true HS–LS energy difference than is the LDA value,
is still too low by a few thousand wave numbers. An excep-
tion is the RPBE functional, which gives a HS–LS energy
difference of about 12 000 cm?1, in remarkable agreement
with the ab initio best estimate.

The hybrid functional B3LYP gives a HS–LS energy
difference of about 11 500 cm?1, similar to the RPBE value,
but not as close to the ab initio best estimate. It certainly
would be interesting to see how the multiplet-sum method
would work for energies excitation with the B3LYP func-
tional; however, we were not able to perform multiplet-sum
atomic calculations with this functional due to the software
limitations.

Since we have the HS–LS energy difference for both the
B3LYP and BLYP functionals and the HS–LS energy differ-
ence is to a good approximation linear in the a0 exchange-
mixing parameter, we can also estimate the value of the
HS–LS energy difference with the B3LYP* functional: 8500
cm?1 with basis A, 9700 cm?1 with basis B, 10 689 cm?1

with basis C, 10 800 cm?1 with basis D, and 11 100 cm?1

with basis E. In this case the B3LYP* functional appears to
correct the B3LYP HS–LS energy difference in the wrong
direction compared to the ab initio best estimate. However, it
should be kept in mind that the RPBE, B3LYP, and B3LYP*
results are all very close to our ab initio best estimates for the
HS–LS energy difference.

C. Comparison of STO- and GTO-based
DFT calculations

As mentioned in Sec. III, it is difficult to say a priori
which GTO and STO basis sets should be of comparable
quality. This is especially true because GTO and STO basis
sets have qualitative differences that can lead to systematic
errors which cancel when taking differences. However, as
shown in Table VIII we can say a posteriori that ADF cal-
culations with the C? basis set ?TZ2P? give energies and
geometries similar to those obtained in GAUSSIAN calcula-
tions with the C basis set ?Ahlrichs TZVP? for DFT calcula-
tions with the BP86 and PW91 functionals. In retrospect, this
seems reasonable since the two basis sets have roughly the
same degree of flexiblity. Note, however, that the we have
more confidence in results obtained with the E basis set since
the E basis set is more flexible than is the C basis set. In
order to be able to compare results obtained with functionals

available only in ADF with the results of functionals only
available in GAUSSIAN, the ADF C? results have been scaled
to make the ‘‘E’’ basis set results in Table VIII. Results with
the E and ‘‘E’’ basis sets have been used to prepare Fig. 4,
which provides a nice summary of the principal results of
this paper.

FIG. 4. Comparison of ab initio and DFT best estimates for bond length and
energy differences between the high- and low-spin states of ?Fe?H2O)6]2?.
Results of atomic calculations have been used to empirically correct our
CASPT2?12,10? energy difference for an insufficiently large basis set. DFT
results are for GAUSSIAN calculations with the E basis set and ADF calcula-
tions with the fictious ‘‘E’’ basis set. ?PW91 results shown only for the
GAUSSIAN calculations.? In particular, ADF results with the C? basis set have
been empirically scaled in order to estimate what they would be with the
better E basis set. See text for further details.

TABLE VIII. Calculated bond length and energy differences between high-
and low-state structures for selected basis sets and functionals. The results
for basis set ‘‘E’’ were obtained by multiplying the ?RHL results for basis
set C? by 1.08 and the ?ELH results for basis set C? by 1.07.

?Fe?H2O)6]2?

Method ?RHL (Å)a ?ELH (cm?1)b

ADF

BP86/C? 0.130 9255
PW91/C? 0.130 9250
PBE/C? 0.136 9256
RPBE/C? 0.139 11844
BP86/‘‘E’’ 0.140 9903
PW91/‘‘E’’ 0.140 9898
PBE/‘‘E’’ 0.147 9904
RPBE/‘‘E’’ 0.150 12673

GAUSSIAN

BP86/C 0.135 8505
PW91/C 0.130 8959
BLYP/C 0.132 8388
B3LYP/C 0.132 11456
BP86/E 0.149 9374
PW91/E 0.145 9761
BLYP/E 0.141 9084
B3LYP/E 0.136 11783

a?RHL?RLS?RHS where R refers to the weighted average of the Fe–O
bond distances ?i.e., 4 times the equitorial Fe–O distance plus 2 times the
axial Fe–O distance, and the whole quantity divided by 6?.

b?ELH?ELS?EHS .
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V. CONCLUSION

It is now possible to carry out rigorous ab initio and
density-functional theory calculations on transition-metal
complexes and, while the former tend to be limited to sim-
pler complexes, the latter can be applied to molecules of
practical interest. Neither method is expected to replace
ligand field theory anytime in the near future. Indeed, LFT
provides an excellent starting point for beginning to under-
stand the electronic properties of transition-metal complexes
and can even provide better numerical values than either ab
initio or DFT when properly parametrized for specific prop-
erties of interest. However, LFT has important limitations,
especially when considering changes in geometry and the
consequent changes in ligand field strengths, and this is
where the more rigorous models are expected to make im-
portant contributions. These aspects play a crucial role in
understanding the light-induced excited-state spin trapping
phenomenon in Fe?II? compounds, and so we may expect ab
initio and especially ?because of the size of the molecules
involved? DFT to make an important contribution to model-
ing LIESST. Unfortunately, relatively little is known about
the intrinsic applicability of these more rigorous models to
Fe?II? coordination complexes. This paper presents a first
study concerning the accuracy and choice of density func-
tionals in the context of the simple ‘‘textbook’’ complex
?Fe?H2O)6]2?. Little experimental data are available for
these complexes, though x-ray crystal structures are available
for compounds containing the high-spin cation. However, we
have compensated for this by performing ab initio calcula-
tions at the CASPT2 and SOCI levels with reasonably exten-
sive basis sets.

It should be noted that the CASPT2 calculations are far
from being a ‘‘black box’’ because of the question of how to
choose the active space in the multiconfigurational calcula-
tions. In principle, this is one of the reasons that DFT is often
preferred over ab initio methods for treating transition-metal
complexes. However, we have found that this is somewhat
countered by the tendency of DFT to converge to the incor-
rect electronic state unless great care is taken to analyze re-
sults for possible excited states and treat them accordingly.
This is certainly one reason why some workers prefer mul-
ticonfigurational calculations to DFT calculations for these
compounds. However, multiconfigurational calculations soon
become unmanageable as the compounds become large ?at
least if the active space is also increased? and so we have
concentrated on developing tricks to help guarantee conver-
gence of DFT to the right electronic state. Our most useful
tool has turned out to be the clever use of sequences of
restart files to guide our calculations, combined with careful
examination of the molecular orbitals. Ultimately, however,
we think that the algorithm of Cancès will be helpful in
mitigating this problem.52

Both our ab initio and DFT optimized geometries are
consistant with the available experimental data. More impor-
tantly ?given the relative lack of detailed experimental data?,
our DFT geometries are found to be consistent with our ab
initio geometries provided functionals are used which go be-
yond the local level and large basis sets are used. Of course,
our objective here has been to test functionals by focusing on

details, but it should be kept in mind that smaller basis sets
may be adequate for many practical applications.

The low-spin–high-spin energy difference ?ELH is a far
greater challenge for theory. Here there are no available ex-
perimental data for ?Fe?H2O)6]2?, but there are for the
atom. Our CASPT2 calculations are consistent with previous
ab initio work62 indicating that there is a systematic overes-
timation of the difference of the atomic asymptotes of about
3000 cm?1. When this correction is added to our molecular
calculations, we obtain a best estimate of the ?ELH in the
range of about 12 000–13 000 cm?1. The SOCI method gives
the same best estimate of ?ELH without the need for a semi-
empirical correction. In striking contrast, the values of ?ELH
obtained from DFT show wide variations depending upon
the class of functional, with about 3000 cm?1 with the local
functional, about 8000–10 000 cm?1 for better basis sets and
GGAs other than the RPBE functional and about 12 000
cm?1 for the B3LYP hybrid and RPBE GGA functionals. An
estimate of what ?ELH would be for the B3LYP* functional
suggests that this is one case where reducing the exact ex-
change contribution to the B3LYP functional may not be a
good idea, although one should be hesitant about overinter-
preting this conclusion since it is based on an ab initio best
estimate which itself is not entirely certain.

It is important to realize that, while the B3LYP and
RPBE values of ?ELH look very good compared with the
best estimate available from ab initio calculations, all DFT
results very much underestimate the uncorrected ?ELH
ab initio value of about 16 000–17 000 cm?1. That is, it is
not enough to examine DFT for the molecule; we must also
look at the atomic asymptotes. We were able to do this for
local and GGA functionals using the multiplet-sum method
?though not for the B3LYP functional for technical reasons?.
The results of the multiplet-sum method suggest that no em-
pirical correction is necessary for DFT as was the case for
the ab initio calculations.

These results are consistant with the idea that the B3LYP
and RPBE functionals are the most reliable for our intended
application of the various functionals tried. Of course, the
present work is a study of only a few aspects of a single
molecule, though it is a detailed study. We intend to extend
this study in the near future to other aspects of this Fe?II?
complex and to other small Fe?II? complexes, providing what
we hope will be an excellent data bank for determining the
strengths and limitations of DFT for studies of general Fe?II?
complexes.
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APPENDIX: MULTIPLET-SUM METHOD

The basic idea of the multiplet-sum method is that DFT
should provide a good description of states which are well
described by single-determinantal wave functions. Then,
since it is well known that atomic multiplet energies can
often be expressed to first order as weighted linear combina-
tions of the energies corresponding to single-determinant
states, it suffices to find appropriate linear combinations, tak-
ing care to eliminate integrals which should be equivalent by
symmetry. In the present case, the energy of the atomic mul-
tiplet states is expressed as a linear combination of only three
nonredundant single determinant energies—namely, as

E?5D ???2.1000E??1??0.4333E??2??2.6667E??3? ,
?A1?

E?1I???0.3000E??1??0.6333E??2??0.6667E??3? ,
?A2?

where

?1? ?d̄x2?y2dx2?y2d z2d̄ z2d̄xzdxz?, ?A3?

?2? ?dyzd̄yzd̄x2?y2dx2?y2d̄xzdxz?, ?A4?

?3? ?d̄xyd̄yzd̄x2?y2dx2?y2d̄xzdxz?, ?A5?

and overbars indicate spin-? orbitals.
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